Kinematic characteristics of aiming movements as a function of temporal and spatial constraints.
This study investigated, in aiming movements, the conditions needed to produce a single movement and those needed to produce secondary submovements. Using a 2x2 (Temporal Constraint x Spatial Constraint) factorial design with repeated measures on both factors, subjects moved a stylus from a starting position to a target position 12 cm away. They participated in two testing sessions on consecutive days. The first session involved two nonrestrictive target (a set of crosshairs) conditions, moving to the target either within a goal of 400 ms (temporal-accuracy procedure) or within a minimum time (time-minimization procedure). In the second session the subjects performed two strict-target (circle) conditions, moving to the target either within a goal of 400 ms or within a minimum time. The results showed that the two strict-target conditions had a greater percentage of trials containing multiple-submovements than the two nonrestrictive target conditions, regardless of temporal requirements. Therefore, whether an aiming movement contains a single movement or multiple submovements may be a function of spatial constraints regardless of temporal constraints. It appears that with respect to the nature of the speed-accuracy tradeoff, spatial constraints are an important factor.